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Merydyan Technologies and AmericanChecked Inc. are Native-owned 
companies with decades of experience in serving the Tribal gaming 
industry. With Merydyan’s dynamic workforce management system 
integrated with AmericanChecked’s background screening platform and 
TribalTRAC - the only product on the market specifically built for gaming 
commissions to verify employment and licensing history of employees 
and vendors - we’ve developed an all-in-one platform that is flexible to 
meet your unique needs.

WHO WE ARE.

WHAT WE DO. 

DO MORE IN LESS TIME.
By integrating two high caliber, complementary systems, we are able 
to provide a powerful, seamless solution for employee licensing and 
background screening that allows for all the information to be found in 
one place.

From applications, to onboarding, to background screening, to 
fingerprinting, to licensing and verification, our integration has everything 
you need for the life cycle of your employees all in one place. 

In short: Our products and integration make your 
life easier by making your job more efficient. 

Both AmericanChecked and Merydyan place a premium on providing 
quality products and service that allow our clients to make well-informed 
decisions, with accuracy and fast turnaround times. 

NATIVE BUILT.
TRIBAL FOCUSED.

MERYDYAN PRYME POWERED BY AMERICANCHECKED
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COMPETITORS MERYDYAN  & 
AMERICANCHECKED 

Native-owned ✓
Background Screening Company is NAPBS 
Accredited ✓
Flexible reports that meet NIGC standards ✓ ✓
Paperless, electronic system ✓ ✓
Integrates with TribalTRAC ✓
Integrates with AmericanChecked Inc. ✓
Order Status Review ✓ ✓
Renewal Notices on Vendors ✓ ✓
Fingerprinting Integration ✓
Real-time Status Updates via Automated 
Messaging ✓
Intuitive, Easy-to-Use System ✓

MORE THAN JUST A PRETTY INTERFACE
Many of our competitors say they integrate with other providers, when they 
really only interface. While the terms may sound similar, they are worlds apart in 
implementation and user experience. 

An interface only provides a bridge for the transfer of information. It still maintains 
two separate systems that require constant upkeep to ensure the data is correctly 
mapped from one system to another. Integration is where two systems become 
one, like interlocking puzzle pieces, sharing data in real time. 

Merydyan Pryme integrates directly into AmericanChecked’s background 
screening platform as well as TribalTRAC, meaning we are truly a one-stop-shop.
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HIGHLIGHTS
• Built specifically for Tribes and Tribal gaming
• Reduces the risks associated with unsecure faxes

• Easy-to-use order screen

• Checklists ensure that all pieces of information are 

complete before sending files to NIGC

• Real-time data and alerts on the status of an order

• Fingerprinting integration

• Applicants enter their information via an online form 

which auto-populates all necessary areas

• Review notes on background checks directly from Pryme 

• Fully integrated with TribalTRAC

• Can customize packages by client

• Notes are permanent and all information is timestamped 

for added security

• Flexible renewal reminder configuration

• Cost effective solution

• Three tier design enhances data security
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